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W/Z physics at ATLAS & CMS

• W/Z boson production well understood   
- Clean experimental final state, measurement of EWK SM parameters and 

QCD effects  
- Very precise measurements, search for rare decay channels  

W branching fractions

B. Bilin

ATLAS136 fb−1 Nature Phys. (2021)

Deployed a novel technique using di-leptonic top quark pairs decaying dileptonically, in 
the di-μ and eμ final state:

à One W decaying promptly to μ (or e) and the other 

! → "#" → $#$ #" #"
à Use pT and d$0 to distinguish the τ decays from the prompt decay

à The shape of the |%$0| distribution of prompt muons is determined using a & → $$
calibration region to create templates

à Z—>μμ normalization is taken from the Z mass region
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Checking lepton flavour universality
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Use pT and d0 to distinguish the muonic 
τ decays from the prompt decay
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Drell-Yan forward-backward asymmetry

Drell-Yan forward-backward asymmetry

B. Bilin

CMS138 fb−1

arXiv:2202.12327

à Template fit technique used to extract AFB and A0, 
in bins of cosθR and yll

à Background templates are obtained from MC
à Controlled in an eμ selection

à Measurement of AFB and A0 is presented for 
mll>170 GeV, in 7 mass ranges
à For ee and μμ pairs
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- Differential measurements of AFB and A0 are 
performed by fitting each mass bin independently 
- Set limits on the presence of additional gauge 
bosons
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W/Z physics at LHCb

• LHCb  
- LHCb sensitive to high and low Bjorken-x 
- Complementary phase space with ATLAS & CMS

provide important information for the PDF determination

EW production @LHCb
• The Bjorken-  value of interacting parton are correlated with EW boson production 

       Rapidity:  

       Large rapidity: either very large or very small  

x

y = 1
2 ln x1

x2

x1,2

3
Phys. Rev. D93, 074008 (2016)

First double differential Z cross section in the forward region 

mW measurement  

Systematic uncertainties

16

PDFs: Average of NNPDF31, CT18 and MSHT20

 model: Envelope from five different modelspT

: scale variationAi

QED: Envelope of the QED FSR from PYTHIA8, 
 Photos, and Herweig7

Efficiencies: statistical uncertainties,  
details of method (e.g. binning, smoothing)

JHEP 01 (2022) 036

 mass @ LHCbW
• Important because PDF uncertainties could partially cancel in the 

combination with ATLAS/CMS

• Measurement based on shape of  distribution of muons from W 

decay


• Simultaneous fit of  of muons from W and of  of 

pT

q/pT ϕ* Z → μμ
mW = 80354 ± 23stat ± 10exp ± 17theory ± 9PDF MeV

Result based on  1.7 fb−1

8
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Multiboson physics

• Multiboson production  
- Direct test of SM gauge boson self-interactions, deviations 

would hint at new physics 
- Rare process, need to be carefully understood 
- Interpretation in terms of Effective Field Theory  

Observation of WWW production 

Observation of Vector Boson 
Scattering Production of W+W-

D. HaydenMSU 27

ATLAS Combined EFT interpretation of WW, WZ, 4 , and Z+2jetsℓ Link

• Testing the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT). 

• Allows various BSM theories that introduce new physics at energy scale . 

• The series of operators consist of gauge invariant combinations of SM fields.

Λ

• This can be further simplified by ignoring odd-dimensional operators (no lepton or 
baryon number violation) and restricting the expansion to leading terms.

•  = 1 TeV assumed, alternative results obtained by multiplying Wilson 
coefficients, ci, by . This analysis constrains dimension-six operators.
Λ

(Λ′ /Λ)2

D. HaydenMSU 40

ATLAS Combined EFT interpretation of WW, WZ, 4 , and Z+2jetsℓ Link

• Focus of the interpretation is the 
simultaneous measurement of all 
relevant Wilson coefficients.

• However, measurements contain 
insufficient information to constrain 
all coefficients.

• Therefore a modified basis was 
created from linear combinations of 
the Wilson coefficients.

• Investigate both linear  and 
quadratic  contributions.

O(Λ−2)
O(Λ−4)

• As well as individual coefficients 
(fixing others to zero) and 
combined fit where 14 parameters 
are profiled.

SIGNAL DEFINITION
Leading order VBS diagrams are produced in association with two jets (VBS jets), 
coming from the interacting quarks and are typically well separated in the detector

SIGNAL TOPOLOGY:
о 2 VBS jets with large pseudorapidity gap 횫휼𝒋𝒋

and invariant mass 𝒎𝒋𝒋

о 𝑾 boson decay products emitted centrally with 
respect to VBS jets

о Missing transverse energy due to the escaping
neutrinos

𝑍/𝐻/𝛾

QCD-induced𝑊 𝑊 background

13/03/2022 RENCONTRES DE MORIOND 2022 5

Regularized by the Higgs

RESULTS
UNCERTAINTY BREAKDOWN The observed significance for the signal is 𝟓. 𝟔 𝝈 5.2 𝜎 expected

with respect to the background-only hypothesis

The EW 𝑊+𝑊− production cross section is measured in two
different fiducial volumes

INCLUSIVE VOLUME

Loose requirements
• 𝑝𝑇 𝑞 > 10 GeV
• 𝑚𝑞𝑞 > 100 GeV

𝜎 𝑊
𝑠 = 99 ± 20 fb

𝜎 𝑊
𝑒 = 89 ± 5 scale fb

EXCLUSIVE VOLUME

𝜎 𝑊
𝑠 = 10.2 ± 2.0 fb

𝜎 𝑊
𝑒 = 9.1 ± 0.6 scale fb

13/03/2022 RENCONTRES DE MORIOND 2022 10

Observation of WW from 
double parton scattering 

Observation of  from Double 
Parton Scattering at CMS

WW

• Allows correlation studies among partons from the same proton in 
terms of flavor, color, spin, and momentum


• Studied in same charge  ( )WW e±μ±, μ±μ±

• In DPS two hard parton-parton interactions 
occur in a single  collisionpp

σWW
DPS = 0.16 ± 0.02stat ± 0.02syst ± 0.02model pb

significance of   6.7σ

From simplest theory model,

one can extract  σeff

• Result very much in line with other 
vector boson measurements of σeff

13

- Check the simple factorisation picture 
- Learn the correlations of partons 
within the protons  

comparison of σeff with other processes

11

our measured value very much in line with other vector boson 
measurements of σeff 

-> tensions with most gluon induced processes 

also very compatible with previous CMS evidence publication

)1− WW (13 TeV, 138.0  fbCMS
CMS-PAS-SMP-21-013

)1− WW (13 TeV, 77.4 fbCMS
Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 41

 W+2jets (7 TeV)CMS
JHEP 03 (2014) 032

 W+2jets (7 TeV)ATLAS
New J. P. 15 (2013) 033038

+2jets (1.96 TeV)γ 2D0
Phys. Rev. D 93 (2016) 052008

+b/c+2jets (1.96 TeV)γ D0
Phys. Rev. D 89 (2014) 072006

+3jets (1.96 TeV)γ D0
Phys. Rev. D 89 (2014) 072006

+3jets (1.8 TeV)γ CDF
Phys. Rev. Lett. 79 (1997) 584

 (1.96 TeV)Υ+ψ J/D0
Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 082002

 (1.96 TeV)ψ+J/ψ J/D0
Phys. Rev. D 90 (2014) 111101

 (8 TeV)ψ+J/ψ J/ATLAS
Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 76

 (13 TeV)ψ+J/ψ+J/ψ J/CMS
arXiv:2111.05370

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
 (mb)eff.σ

Preliminary CMS
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top physics

• LHC is a top factory  
- Precision measurements to test the SM and improve the modelling  
- Rare process and search for new physics  
- EFT interpretation in term of new physics 

Sensitive to SM parameters mt, αs 
Largest deviations from prediction for multi-differential 
cross sections 

tt multi-differential cross section 

Polarisation in single top  

Observation of single top plus 
photon with ATLAS

• One single lepton, missing , well 
isolated , one -jet


• Observed significance of      
(6.6  expected)


• Parton-level fiducial cross-section   
( 1 isolated  with , 

, 1  with )

pt
γ b

9.1 σ
σ

≥ γ pt > 20 GeV
|η | < 2.37, ΔR > 0.4 e/μ |η | < 2.5

σtqγ × B(t → ℓνb) = 406+25
−32 fb

Compatible with SM at 2.5 σ
24

Tetiana Moskalets, Moriond EW22, 12-19 March 2022

1.1 Decay angles from polarised top quarks and top antiquarks

This analysis exploits the C ! ,1 ! 1✓
+
a decay mode of the top quark, as well as the charge-conjugate

decay mode of the top antiquark. The lepton ✓
± can be either an electron or a muon. In the decay, three

orthogonal directions may be defined [7]. These serve to express the spin vector of the top quark. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the Î

0 direction is the direction of the momentum of the spectator quark, Æ?
@
0, in

the top-quark reference frame. The Ĥ
0 direction is taken along Î

0
⇥ ?̂

@
, where ?̂

@
is the direction of the

incoming light-flavour quark, in the top-quark reference frame. Then, the Ĝ 0 direction lies in the production
plane, orthogonal to Ĥ

0 and Î
0, such that {G 0, H0, I0} form a right-handed coordinate system: Î0 = Æ?

@
0/| Æ?

@
0 |,

Ĥ
0 = ( Î

0
⇥ Æ?

@
)/| Î

0
⇥ Æ?

@
| and Ĝ

0 = Ĥ
0
⇥ Î

0.

q

t

x'

y'

z'

q'

b

^

^

^

Figure 2: Diagram illustrating the three orthogonal directions Ĝ
0, Ĥ0 and Î

0 used in this analysis, as seen in the
zero-momentum frame of the initial-state quarks. The Î

0 direction is that of the spectator quark in the top-quark rest
frame. The Ĝ 0 direction lies in the production plane, while the Ĥ

0 direction is perpendicular to the production plane.

The polarisation vector Æ% is defined in this coordinate system; it satisfies | Æ% |  1, equality holding if
and only if the top quarks are produced in a pure quantum mechanical ensemble with respect to spin.
Information about the spin of the top quark is transferred to the decay products, and therefore can be
extracted from their angular distributions. This was already exploited in previous analyses [12–16] which
measure spin observables in single-top-quark and/or CC̄ events using LHC data. Previous measurement of
C-channel single-top-quark polarisation at

p
B = 8 TeV from ATLAS [15] set a limit

��
%
I
0

��
> 0.72 (at 95%

CL) at parton level, where an average is taken over top quarks and top antiquarks. The spin asymmetry
�
✓
= (%

I
0U

✓
)/2, where U

✓
is the analysing power of the charged lepton (✓) in the top-quark decay, was

determined to be 0.49± 0.06 by ATLAS [14] and 0.26± 0.11 by CMS [17] at
p
B = 8 TeV and measured to

be 0.440 ± 0.070 by CMS at
p
B = 13 TeV [16]. In all these cases, this was done at parton level, and an

average over top quarks and antiquarks was also taken.

As shown in Refs. [1–4], the charged lepton is the most sensitive probe of the top-quark spin, with analysing
power close to 1; for that reason the analysis is based upon angular distributions of the charged lepton
from the top-quark decay. Angular distributions of single top quarks are discussed in Ref. [18], where
the four-dimensional fully di�erential decay distribution for the top-(anti)quark decays with polarisation
Æ% is presented. Equation (11) in that reference is used as the basis for a custom decay model, valid at

4

t

cos
θlx’ cosθly’

co
sθ
lz
’

Figure 3: Representation of the octant variable & constructed by slicing the tridimensional phase space into eight
quadrants, according to the signs of the three variables cos \

✓G
0 , cos \

✓H
0 , cos \

✓I
0 .

notation &+ or &� is used. Then, the portion ` of the fitting function describing the expected number of
signal events as a function of the octant variables for top quarks and antiquarks separately is written as

`
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⌘
.

Here, Tbkg
�
&±

�
is the template for the background, consisting of a sum over all backgrounds. Likewise the

bin content in each of the four bins of control data is described by the function a( 9±; ÆV, Æ\), also derived
either from simulation or data-driven methods.

The fitting function is used to construct a likelihood function
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in which the first line refers to the octants, the second line refers to the control regions, and the third
line refers to Gaussian constraints on the NPs Æ\, where P (#;_) indicates a Poisson distribution for #
events given expectation _, and where G

�
<;<0,f

�
indicates a normal distribution in the variable < with

mean <0 and standard deviation f. The full likelihood including all NPs is maximised to extract the six
components of Æ%

C = {%
C

G
0, %

C

H
0, %

C

I
0} and Æ%

C̄ = {%
C̄

G
0, %

C̄

H
0, %

C̄

I
0} for top quarks and antiquarks, respectively.

Nuisance parameters accounting for systematic uncertainties are not considered in the fit if they have an
impact on either normalisation or shape which is below 0.5%.

The JER has a significant impact on the result. To capture the kinematic dependence of the JER uncertainty
model, two models aimed at mapping the range of JER variations are compared. The nominal fit model is
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Top quark polarisation

5

‣ t-channel single top events

➡highly-polarised 


‣ leptonic top decay

- looking at the lepton angular distributions

t/ t̄
arXiv:2202.11382, 
submitted to JHEP

Figure 5: Summary of the observed best-fit polarisation measurements with their statistical-only (green) and
statistical+systematic (yellow) contours at 68% CL, plotted on the two-dimensional polarisation parameter space
(%

I
0 , %

G
0). The interior of the black circle represents the physically allowed region of the parameter space, and the

red point indicates the parton-level prediction at NNLO from a calculation based on Ref. [8]. The uncertainty in
the theoretical prediction includes scale, Us and PDF uncertainties. Correlations between the predictions of the
polarisation parameters are not provided.

The angular distributions observed at reconstruction level are shown in Figure 6 for the inclusive signal
region. They are compared with the predicted signal and background distributions, normalised to the
results of the maximum-likelihood fit. The selection requirements have a significant impact on the shapes
of these distributions, particularly for cos \

✓G
0 and cos \

✓H
0.

The measured angular distributions are unfolded to the particle level within the fiducial region. The
particle-level selection criteria are discussed in Section 5. The unfolding corrections account for distortions
due to detector resolution and e�ciencies so as to allow direct comparison with theoretical predictions.
In this analysis the same unfolding technique as in Ref. [115] is used. D’Agostini’s iterative Bayesian
approach [116] as implemented in RooUnfold [117] is used to unfold the distributions. The measured
expectation value for the number of signal events at particle level in each bin : of the fiducial volume,
a

particle
:

, is obtained from the observed number of events in each bin 9 of the reconstructed distribution
#

data
9

, after subtracting the sum of all background contributions ⌫
9
, according to

a
particle
:

= ⇠
particle!reco
:

’
9

"
�1
9:
⇠

reco!particle
9

(#
data
9

� ⌫
9
),

where "
9:

is the migration matrix which relates the particle-level and reconstructed values, and⇠reco!particle
:

is a correction factor that accounts for events that pass reconstruction selection but not particle-level
selection. It is defined as
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Nuisance parameters accounting for systematic uncertainties are not considered in the fit if they have an
impact on either normalisation or shape which is below 0.5%.

The angular distributions studied in this paper are sensitive to the JER. The corrections and uncertainties
in jet energy are ?T and [ dependent and were determined with in situ techniques using dÚet events.
Poorer JER was observed in simulated single-top-quark C-channel events than in simulated dÚet events.
This increase in JER value, which may be attributed to di�erent event kinematics, is also observed in the
template fit.

In order to account for the di�erence, two JER uncertainty models are compared. The nominal fit model is
used to obtain the central values for the polarisation. In this model, the JER is allowed to vary independently
for each bin of the octant variable and for each control region. With this approach, the role of the
single-top-quark C-channel events in constraining the JER is reduced. In the second model, C-channel events
are allowed to have a larger impact on the JER. This is achieved by allowing each uncertainty a�ecting the
JER to vary in a correlated way across all bins, leading to the larger JER value mentioned above. The
polarisation is measured again in this second fit. The di�erence between the polarisations obtained with
the two fit models is added in quadrature to the uncertainty obtained from the nominal model in order to
get the overall uncertainty for the measurement. This additional uncertainty is sizeable only for %

G
0 , while

%
I
0 and %

H
0 are much less a�ected. Figure 4 shows the observed and fitted numbers of events per octant &

for top quarks and top antiquarks, separately, after the nominal fit to data.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Observed data and fitted distributions of the octant variable (a) &+ in the top-quark and (b) &� in
the top-antiquark signal regions. The & variable is assigned an integer value zero through seven according to
& = 4 · ⇥(cos \

✓I
0) + 2 · ⇥(cos \

✓G
0) + ⇥(cos \

✓H
0) where ⇥(b) is the Heaviside step function of the variable b. The

label ‘others’ represents CC̄/ , CC̄, , C/@, C�@, and C,/ production. The uncertainty bands include both the statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The lower panels show the ratio of data to prediction in each bin.

The extracted polarisations together with the normalisation factors of the C-channel, CC̄ and W+ jets processes
are shown in Table 4. The column labelled ‘extracted value’ lists the result for the three normalisations and the

19

‣ Measure  and  polarisation vectors

-   are shown above

-   is compatible with zero


‣ Dominant uncertainties:

- Jet energy scale/resolution


‣ Results agree with the SM predictions

t t̄
Px′ 

, Pz′ 

Py′ 

‣ Introduce the octant variable:


- 

- considering the unit lepton momentum 

vector in the top rest frame

t(t̄ ) → l+(l−) → Q+(Q−)
Q = 4 ⋅ Θ(cos θlz′ 

) + 2 ⋅ Θ(cos θlx′ 
) + Θ(cos θly′ 

)
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The polarisation vector Æ% is defined in this coordinate system; it satisfies | Æ% |  1, equality holding if
and only if the top quarks are produced in a pure quantum mechanical ensemble with respect to spin.
Information about the spin of the top quark is transferred to the decay products, and therefore can be
extracted from their angular distributions. This was already exploited in previous analyses [12–16] which
measure spin observables in single-top-quark and/or CC̄ events using LHC data. Previous measurement of
C-channel single-top-quark polarisation at
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B = 8 TeV and measured to

be 0.440 ± 0.070 by CMS at
p
B = 13 TeV [16]. In all these cases, this was done at parton level, and an

average over top quarks and antiquarks was also taken.

As shown in Refs. [1–4], the charged lepton is the most sensitive probe of the top-quark spin, with analysing
power close to 1; for that reason the analysis is based upon angular distributions of the charged lepton
from the top-quark decay. Angular distributions of single top quarks are discussed in Ref. [18], where
the four-dimensional fully di�erential decay distribution for the top-(anti)quark decays with polarisation
Æ% is presented. Equation (11) in that reference is used as the basis for a custom decay model, valid at
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notation &+ or &� is used. Then, the portion ` of the fitting function describing the expected number of
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bin content in each of the four bins of control data is described by the function a( 9±; ÆV, Æ\), also derived
either from simulation or data-driven methods.

The fitting function is used to construct a likelihood function
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in which the first line refers to the octants, the second line refers to the control regions, and the third
line refers to Gaussian constraints on the NPs Æ\, where P (#;_) indicates a Poisson distribution for #
events given expectation _, and where G

�
<;<0,f

�
indicates a normal distribution in the variable < with

mean <0 and standard deviation f. The full likelihood including all NPs is maximised to extract the six
components of Æ%

C = {%
C

G
0, %

C

H
0, %

C

I
0} and Æ%

C̄ = {%
C̄

G
0, %

C̄

H
0, %

C̄

I
0} for top quarks and antiquarks, respectively.

Nuisance parameters accounting for systematic uncertainties are not considered in the fit if they have an
impact on either normalisation or shape which is below 0.5%.

The JER has a significant impact on the result. To capture the kinematic dependence of the JER uncertainty
model, two models aimed at mapping the range of JER variations are compared. The nominal fit model is
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Top quark polarisation

5

‣ t-channel single top events

➡highly-polarised 


‣ leptonic top decay

- looking at the lepton angular distributions

t/ t̄
arXiv:2202.11382, 
submitted to JHEP
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Figure 5: Summary of the observed best-fit polarisation measurements with their statistical-only (green) and
statistical+systematic (yellow) contours at 68% CL, plotted on the two-dimensional polarisation parameter space
(%

I
0 , %

G
0). The interior of the black circle represents the physically allowed region of the parameter space, and the

red point indicates the parton-level prediction at NNLO from a calculation based on Ref. [8]. The uncertainty in
the theoretical prediction includes scale, Us and PDF uncertainties. Correlations between the predictions of the
polarisation parameters are not provided.

The angular distributions observed at reconstruction level are shown in Figure 6 for the inclusive signal
region. They are compared with the predicted signal and background distributions, normalised to the
results of the maximum-likelihood fit. The selection requirements have a significant impact on the shapes
of these distributions, particularly for cos \

✓G
0 and cos \

✓H
0.

The measured angular distributions are unfolded to the particle level within the fiducial region. The
particle-level selection criteria are discussed in Section 5. The unfolding corrections account for distortions
due to detector resolution and e�ciencies so as to allow direct comparison with theoretical predictions.
In this analysis the same unfolding technique as in Ref. [115] is used. D’Agostini’s iterative Bayesian
approach [116] as implemented in RooUnfold [117] is used to unfold the distributions. The measured
expectation value for the number of signal events at particle level in each bin : of the fiducial volume,
a

particle
:

, is obtained from the observed number of events in each bin 9 of the reconstructed distribution
#

data
9

, after subtracting the sum of all background contributions ⌫
9
, according to

a
particle
:

= ⇠
particle!reco
:

’
9

"
�1
9:
⇠

reco!particle
9

(#
data
9

� ⌫
9
),

where "
9:

is the migration matrix which relates the particle-level and reconstructed values, and⇠reco!particle
:

is a correction factor that accounts for events that pass reconstruction selection but not particle-level
selection. It is defined as
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Nuisance parameters accounting for systematic uncertainties are not considered in the fit if they have an
impact on either normalisation or shape which is below 0.5%.

The angular distributions studied in this paper are sensitive to the JER. The corrections and uncertainties
in jet energy are ?T and [ dependent and were determined with in situ techniques using dÚet events.
Poorer JER was observed in simulated single-top-quark C-channel events than in simulated dÚet events.
This increase in JER value, which may be attributed to di�erent event kinematics, is also observed in the
template fit.

In order to account for the di�erence, two JER uncertainty models are compared. The nominal fit model is
used to obtain the central values for the polarisation. In this model, the JER is allowed to vary independently
for each bin of the octant variable and for each control region. With this approach, the role of the
single-top-quark C-channel events in constraining the JER is reduced. In the second model, C-channel events
are allowed to have a larger impact on the JER. This is achieved by allowing each uncertainty a�ecting the
JER to vary in a correlated way across all bins, leading to the larger JER value mentioned above. The
polarisation is measured again in this second fit. The di�erence between the polarisations obtained with
the two fit models is added in quadrature to the uncertainty obtained from the nominal model in order to
get the overall uncertainty for the measurement. This additional uncertainty is sizeable only for %

G
0 , while

%
I
0 and %

H
0 are much less a�ected. Figure 4 shows the observed and fitted numbers of events per octant &

for top quarks and top antiquarks, separately, after the nominal fit to data.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Observed data and fitted distributions of the octant variable (a) &+ in the top-quark and (b) &� in
the top-antiquark signal regions. The & variable is assigned an integer value zero through seven according to
& = 4 · ⇥(cos \

✓I
0) + 2 · ⇥(cos \

✓G
0) + ⇥(cos \

✓H
0) where ⇥(b) is the Heaviside step function of the variable b. The

label ‘others’ represents CC̄/ , CC̄, , C/@, C�@, and C,/ production. The uncertainty bands include both the statistical
and systematic uncertainties. The lower panels show the ratio of data to prediction in each bin.

The extracted polarisations together with the normalisation factors of the C-channel, CC̄ and W+ jets processes
are shown in Table 4. The column labelled ‘extracted value’ lists the result for the three normalisations and the
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‣ Measure  and  polarisation vectors

-   are shown above

-   is compatible with zero


‣ Dominant uncertainties:

- Jet energy scale/resolution


‣ Results agree with the SM predictions

t t̄
Px′ 

, Pz′ 

Py′ 

‣ Introduce the octant variable:


- 

- considering the unit lepton momentum 

vector in the top rest frame

t(t̄ ) → l+(l−) → Q+(Q−)
Q = 4 ⋅ Θ(cos θlz′ 

) + 2 ⋅ Θ(cos θlx′ 
) + Θ(cos θly′ 

)

Observation of single top + photon  

constrains on EFT operators 

Observation of single top plus 
photon with ATLAS

• One single lepton, missing , well 
isolated , one -jet


• Observed significance of      
(6.6  expected)


• Parton-level fiducial cross-section   
( 1 isolated  with , 

, 1  with )

pt
γ b

9.1 σ
σ

≥ γ pt > 20 GeV
|η | < 2.37, ΔR > 0.4 e/μ |η | < 2.5

σtqγ × B(t → ℓνb) = 406+25
−32 fb

Compatible with SM at 2.5 σ
24

fundamental for probing the top-
quark electroweak couplings
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Higgs production

• Higgs cross section measurements   
- all the main Higgs boson production modes observed 
- 2 complementary approaches to go beyond inclusive measurements: Simplified Template Cross Sections (pre-defined 

template bins) or differential measurements in fiducial phase space 

The current LHC dataset allowed the simultaneous 
measurement of 14 STXS cross sections

H→WW STXS measurement 
H→γγ differential measurement  Combination of H→γγ and 

H→ZZ differential measurement  
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Higgs couplings

• Key tests of the SM  
- Higgs couplings are powerful test for the nature of the Higgs boson 
- Search for Higgs to invisible decays  

•  Interpretations  
- Within the κ-framewok or within EFT

measurement in the multilepton channel 
Interpretation in term of CP-odd search 

Higgs coupling to the top: ttH  

Higgs coupling to the c-quark  

Very challenging: multijet background 
larger by 9 orders of magnitude and 
charm-jet tagging very difficult 

|kc| < 8.5 (exp 12.4)  1.1 < kc < 5.5 (exp 3.8)  
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Double Higgs production

• Measurement the Higgs self coupling is a corner stone of the SM  
- Within the SM λ3= λ4 
- λ4 is out of reach of the LHC

Combination of 
bbγγ and bbττ 

Summary of non resonant searches  

Introduction

V (H) = 1
2m

2
HH

2 + �3vH3 + 1
4�4H4 + O(H5)

H

H

H

�3

H

H

H

H

�
4

within the SM the potential depends only on two parameters v and mH :

�3 = �4 = �SM =
m2

H

2v2 and �i = 0, for i � 5

Our direct knowledge of the Higgs boson potential shape is very limited
many different shapes could be compatible with the SM, well motivated by cosmological
arguments and beyond-SM (BSM) physics.

�4 out of the reach of the LHC program
! the trilinear coupling �3 is directly accessible through Higgs boson pair production

S. Manzoni (CERN) Higgs self coupling 13th March 2022 2 / 21

SM HH production at the LHC

Main production mode is gluon fusion (ggF ):
�ggF (pp ! HH) = 31.05 fb at

p
s = 13 TeV

strongly suppressed by interference effect
sensitive to trilinear self-coupling and its variation, � = �3/�SM

3
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H

t �

[t]0.44

g

g

H

H

t

t

Figure 3: Leading order Feynman diagrams showing non-resonant production of

pairs of Higgs bosons in the Standard Model: (a) the triangle diagram, featuring

the Higgs boson trilinear self-coupling, labeled with the self-coupling modifier

� ⌘ / and (b) the box diagram, featuring only a loop of quarks.
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1

Next leading production mode is Vector-Boson-Fusion (VBF):
�VBF(pp ! HH) = 1.726 fb at

p
s = 13 TeV

sensitive to � and to quartic VVHH coupling (2V )

H

H

q q

q q

H

V

V

�V H

H

q q

q q

V

V

2V H

H

q q

q q

V
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Next leading production mode is Vector-Boson-Fusion (VBF):
�VBF(pp ! HH) = 1.726 fb at

p
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Summary of full Run 2 HH non-resonant searches

�HH/�SM
HH 95% CL � 95% CL

Improvement
Obs. Exp. wrt. 36 fb�1 Obs. Exp.

tot. (w/o lumi)

HH ! bb��
ATLAS 4.2 5.7 ⇥4.6 (2.3) [-1.5, 6.7] [-2.4, 7.7]
CMS 7.7 5.2 ⇥3.6 (1.9) [-3.3, 8.5] [-2.5, 8.2]

HH ! bb⌧⌧
ATLAS 4.7 3.9 ⇥3.8 (2) [-2.4, 9.2] [-2.0, 9.0]
CMS 3.3 5.2 ⇥4.8 (2.5) [-1.8, 8.8] [-3.0, 9.9]

HH ! bbbb
ATLAS � � � � �
CMS 3.9 7.8 ⇥4.7 (2.4) [-2.3, 9.4] [-5.0, 12.0]

boosted CMS 9.9 5.1 - [-9.9, 16.9] [-5.1, 12.1]

HH ! bbZZ
ATLAS � � � � �
CMS 30 37 � [-9.0, 14.0] [-10.5, 15.5]

Multilepton ATLAS � � � � �
CMS 21.8 19.6 � [-7.0, 11.7] [-7.0, 11.2]

Combination ATLAS 3.1 3.1 ⇥3.2 (1.6)a [-1.0, 6.6] [-1.2, 7.2]
(bb��+bb⌧⌧) CMS � � � � �

Analyses improved more than just for increased statistic (⇠ ⇥2)
analysis strategy and extensive use of ML techniques
performance improvements: b-tag, ⌧ -id, b-jet energy regression, ParticleNet

a
even without HH ! bbbb

S. Manzoni (CERN) Higgs self coupling 13th March 2022 16 / 21

Combining ATLAS current non-resonant results

ATLAS performs the combination of the bb�� and bb⌧⌧ full Run 2 analyses

Current most stringent limits on HH signal strength and �

Obs.(exp.): 3.1 (3.1)⇥ �SM
HH

Obs.(exp.): �1.0 (�1.2) < � < 6.6 (7.2)

S. Manzoni (CERN) Higgs self coupling 13th March 2022 15 / 21

ATLAS-CONF-2021-052

2022-03-13 Moriond EW  - K. Androsov on behalf of CMSHH → bbττ

Cumulative distribution and signal extraction

In!uence of various uncertainty sources on the signal and background modelling are 
considered:
❖  Trigger e"ciencies, object identi#cation and energy scale, background shape and 

normalisation, theory uncertainty on HH cross-section and Higgs branching fraction, ...

12
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Very good signal sensitivity 
in the high-score DNN bins

Combination of bins of 
all DNN distributions 

DNN score 
distributions for each 
year/channel/category 
are used for the signal 

extraction

Search for bbττ 
in gg fusion and 

VBF 
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Direct searches for new physics 

• Standard searches: SUSY, VLQ 
•  More exotic searches:   

- Long lived particles  
- Vector like leptons : model addressing the b flavour anomalies 

extending the SM sector to SU(4)xSU(3)’xSU(2)LxU(1)’ 
Search for vector-like leptons the 4321 model

SUSY searches  
Constraints on stop

 ATLAS

Moriond EW 2022

 Trine Poulsen

FOUR TOPS (LOW MASS)

5

New for Moriond EW

○ ttH/A → tttt (2LSS/3L channels) 
• Based on SM tttt measurement 
• SM BDT to extract tttt-like events, apply cut 
• BSM parametrised-BDT to separate BSM tttt 

○ Signal region selection: 
• Two same-sign (or three) leptons, pT > 28 GeV  
• ≥ 6 small-R jets  
• ≥ 2 b-tagged jets, b-tagging using DL1r algorithm 
• HT = ∑pT(lepton) + ∑pT(jet) > 500 GeV 
• SM BDT ≥ 0.55 

○ Variable of interest: BSM pBDT

Search in the 
4top final state  

Build on SM 4top 
measurement
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Precision tests with flavour

• CKM measurements   
- Impressive precisions of the measurements  
- At the current level of precision, all measurements are consistent 
- New physics effects are small 

Longstanding discrepancy between inclusive and exclusive 
for |Vub|,|Vcb|

Consistency of CKM fits 

• Impressive effort from community and tremendous success 
of  CKM paradigm! 

• At the current level of precision, all measurements are 
consistent and intersect in the apex of the UT 

• New Physics effects (if there) are small!
32

ρ̄ = 0.157 ± 0.012
η̄ = 0.350 ± 0.010

~8%
~3%

Inclusive vs Exclusive |Vub | , |Vcb |

36 38 40 42 44
|Vcb| x 103

2004

2008

2012

2016

2020

Exclusive PDG Inclusive PDG

tagged Belle II
B0 ! D§+`∫

3 4 5
|Vub| x 103

2004

2008

2012

2016

2020

Exclusive PDG Inclusive PDG

tagged Belle II
B ! ºe∫

• First Belle II tagged determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb|  (stat. limited)

• Expect soon higher precision from untagged determinations (plus inclusive)


 

Measurement of  from LHCb|Vub | / |Vcb |

38

Improving precision of CKM consistency checks : 
LHCb  combinationγ

•  is the only angle of the unitarity triangle that can be determined using 
only tree-level decays (standard candle)
γ

γ = (65.4+3.8
−4.2)∘ • Most precise determination by a single 

experiment (which combines a multitude 
of channels) to be compared with 

 from CKM fits (UTfit)γ = (65.8 ± 2.2)∘
• The same fit including charm 

mixing parameters provides 
measurements of  
and  (factor of 2 wrt 
current world average)

x ≡ (m1 − m2)/Γ
y ≡ (Γ1 − Γ2)/2Γ

33

new Belle2 results  
Stat limited, expected better results soon

Inclusive vs Exclusive |Vub | , |Vcb |

36 38 40 42 44
|Vcb| x 103

2004

2008

2012

2016

2020

Exclusive PDG Inclusive PDG

tagged Belle II
B0 ! D§+`∫

3 4 5
|Vub| x 103

2004

2008

2012

2016

2020

Exclusive PDG Inclusive PDG

tagged Belle II
B ! ºe∫

• First Belle II tagged determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb|  (stat. limited)

• Expect soon higher precision from untagged determinations (plus inclusive)


 

Measurement of  from LHCb|Vub | / |Vcb |

38
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Tests of lepton flavour universality

• In the SM only the lepton masses are flavour non-universal  
- Flavour universality could be a low energy ‘accident’  
- Might have different behaviours at high energy  
- Could be discovered by comparing classes of rare decays involving different lepton pairs 

(e.g. µ/e or µ/τ )

RK (B+ → K+l+l−)

  

 Multiple “B-anomalies” across di5erent experiments.

 • Evidence of Lepton Flavor Universality Violation in semi-leptonic B-decays:

A Decade of B-meson Anomalies

 • Theoretical status: 

UV model building in progress… lots of pheno still unexplored. 

E5ective opearators and Mediators have been classi(ed.

Anomaly Fever? 

-1-

de(citexcess

All compatible with each other! 

 • This talk:  brief overview of a few NP models leading to interesting top-physics at the LHC

Most precise so far :   ( )RK B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ−

• RK(1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2) = 0.846+0.042
−0.039 (stat) +0.013

−0.012 (syst)
 Nature Physics 18, 277–282 (2022)

 evidence3.1 σ
46

Most precise so far :   ( )RK B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ−

• RK(1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2) = 0.846+0.042
−0.039 (stat) +0.013

−0.012 (syst)
 Nature Physics 18, 277–282 (2022)

 evidence3.1 σ
46

A very intriguing pattern

0.0 0.5 1.0
RH = B(Hsµµ)/B(Hsee)

B+ ! K+``
q22[1.1, 6.0]GeV2

B+ ! K§+``
q22[0.045, 6.0]GeV2

B0 ! K0
S``

q22[1.1, 6.0]GeV2

§b ! pK``
q22[0.1, 6.0]GeV2

B0 ! K§0``
q22[0.045, 1.1]GeV2

B0 ! K§0``
q22[1.1, 6.0]GeV2

• Coherent set of  tensions in BFsb → sℓℓ
B+ → K+μ+μ−, B0 → K(*)0μ+μ−, Bs → ϕμ+μ− . .

• and angular analyses 

Summary of RH

Bs ! �µ+µ�

B0 → K*0 ( → K+π−)μ+μ−

47

an infringing pattern

also seen in angular analysis
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Tests of lepton flavour universality (2)

All experiments see an excess wrt SM predictions  

intriguing as it occurs in a tree-level SM process (ΛNP ⪅ 3 TeV)

  

 Multiple “B-anomalies” across di5erent experiments.

 • Evidence of Lepton Flavor Universality Violation in semi-leptonic B-decays:

A Decade of B-meson Anomalies

 • Theoretical status: 

UV model building in progress… lots of pheno still unexplored. 

E5ective opearators and Mediators have been classi(ed.

Anomaly Fever? 

-1-

de(citexcess

All compatible with each other! 

 • This talk:  brief overview of a few NP models leading to interesting top-physics at the LHC

•  In the SM only the lepton masses are flavour non-universal  
- Flavour universality could be a low energy ‘accident’  
- Might have different behaviours at high energy  
- Could be discovered by comparing classes of rare decays involving different lepton pairs 

(e.g. µ/e or µ/τ )


